Description: DODD ITS performed important security maintenance for all DODD Portal and CRM applications. These changes provided enhanced security safeguards. The State of Ohio Enterprise Identity (OH|ID) Implementation was not put in place and will be turned on in the near future.

Special Attention Items:

The DODD Portal Login Screen has changed slightly.

a. Old

![Old Login Screen]

b. New

![New Login Screen]
2. External Access for the following apps (Cognos, D365 Reports, imagineIS Portal, PSM Portal) is intermittent as some DNS changes replicate across the internet. It is expected that these items will be fine in the morning.

For any issues, please submit a ticket to the DODD ITS Call Center Portal. If you have any questions, please contact the DODD ITS Call Center at 1-800-617-6733 Option 4.